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Fact vs. Fiction: Writing the Facts — Part II

The challenge of successful word choice lies in finding restraint. Consider several factors:

- The word’s meaning (denotation).
- The word’s emotional association (connotation).
- Degree of detail: Compare: “The plaintiff, who is larger than the defendant, moved toward him.” Versus: “The plaintiff, who is 6’ 3” and weighs 210 pounds, strode toward the defendant, who is 5’ 10” and weighs 160 pounds.” The first sentence is less descriptive than the second. The second sentence will garner more sympathy for the defendant.

- Repetition: Repeating words, phrases, and sentence and paragraph structures is an effective fact-writing technique. Repetition, which can be obvious or subtle, “creates a sense of heightened drama, an increased formality elevating the value of the content repeated.”

- Order of words and phrases: Yoda said it. Cardozo wrote it. Unusual are inversions. Placing words in unusual order draws attention. Begin a sentence with a word or phrase that normally comes at the end. Example: “Smiling widely, the children were supervised by their parents as they picked a puppy.” Multiple introductory phrases is another unusual order. Example: “When Jack walked into the restaurant, as he did every Friday evening, the waiter ushered him to his table.”

- Rhythm: Control pace and tempo. Rhythm conveys a mood and feeling. Example: “While driving around town in his new, sleek, red car, Jack saw out of the corner of his eye a small girl run into the street. He slammed on the brakes. The brakes failed. He pulled the wheel and missed her by a hair.” By placing the words “new, sleek, red” together, the reader is slowed down, and a sense of anticipation is created. The short second sentence conveys a sense of urgency and fear. The phrases “slammed on the brakes” and “pulled the wheel” speed up the rhythm as the action increases.

Avoid legal jargon. An example of jargon is using grandiose words like “grandiose.” Use plain, nonsyllabic English. Complicated, unfamiliar language confuses and decreases persuasiveness. Even the most complex and abstract ideas must be stated simply and clearly. Neither persuasive briefs nor objective memorandums are effective “if the reader must pause at every sentence to ponder its meaning.” According to Texas Justice Brian Quinn, “the use of legalese or ‘six-bit’ college words . . . . interferes in your communication with the court when the judge is constantly shifting attention from the brief to either a Webster’s, Black’s Law, or a Latin-to-English dictionary.”

Every memorandum must be checked repeatedly for spelling, grammar, and punctuation errors. These
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Mistakes will affect your credibility. Readers will question the contents of a brief or memorandum when the writer makes these mistakes. Reading a brief with spelling, grammar, and punctuation errors is like talking to someone who is picking his nose. People will assume that a brief with these errors contains mistakes of fact. The reader will think that a writer who doesn’t care about these types of errors will carelessly fudge the big stuff.

Consider your commas, semicolons, and periods. These devices can slow readers down or speed them up.

Avoid adverbs, adjectives, and all false, cowardly, or boring intensifiers. Use concrete nouns and, even better, vigorous verbs. Avoid embellishments like italics, underlining, or bold font. These techniques suggest that you want to emphasize a fact or idea but don’t know how to do so. They also shout at the reader and say, “you’re stupid.” Treat the reader like a smart, busy professional. Express thoughts through content, not style. If a word or phrase doesn’t stand out, delete all unnecessary information surrounding it, re-order the words to change the emphasis, or add detail. Eliminate embellishments to sound confident.

Advocates are less direct and wordier with the passive voice. Use the subject-verb-object formation — who does what to whom. The active voice engages the reader by emphasizing action and making sentences interesting. Emphasizes meaning best. Use a map to show the relationship between cars at an intersection in a case about an automobile collision. Pictures and video footage tell the viewer what to watch for. Charts, tables, and graphs communicate complex facts and statistics.

Choosing the graphic to present the facts depends on what information the advocate is trying to provide. There are several types:

- Pie chart: Compares various amounts that together comprise a whole.
- Bar graph: Compares changes over time in amounts that comprise a whole.
- Multi-bar graph: Compares relative quantities over time.
- Table: Compares statistics. Tables can be read from left to right or top to bottom.
- Diagrams: These include maps, drawings, and blueprints. Make the diagram simple so that the reader can extract the maximum information.

“Numerals in parentheses refer to pages (or folios) of record.” Citing page 43 might look like this, according to the Bluebook: (R. at 43.). For advocates preparing persuasive briefs, record citations are a convincing tool. Just as omitting or misrepresenting facts will diminish the advocate’s credibility, careful and precise citations augment credibility. Whenever doubt arises about whether a citation is necessary, err on the side of caution and include it.

If you’re uncertain whether you’ve accurately characterized a fact or idea, quote directly from the record. Quotations should be used to make a point and to prove you’re not making things up. Some things are best and most memorably said in a witness’s words. But too many quotations, or lengthy quotations, will dilute the fact section, bore the reader, and damage continuity.

Show, Don’t Tell

In persuasive briefs, an effective fact section persuades readers without letting them know they’re being per-
suaded. A good brief allows readers to believe they’ve reached the legal conclusion without the writer’s help. Persuasion is most effective when the writer allows the reader to reach the conclusion.58

Example (reader reaches the conclusion): “At the time and place specified in the complaint, the defendant struck the plaintiff from behind with a stick.”59

Example (writer reaches the conclusion): “At the time and place specified in the complaint, the defendant committed a battery on the plaintiff.”60

State the facts, not what those facts mean. Let readers determine the meaning of the facts for themselves. To do this, use the “show, don’t tell” technique. Thus, write “1 + 1,” but don’t write “= 2.” Save the “= 2” for the argument section or conclusion. To “show” is to describe in concrete, non-argument section or conclusion. To write “show” is to describe in concrete, non-argument section or conclusion. To “tell” is to characterize and conclude. The writer must “[l]et the facts themselves answer the question . . . “61

Be specific and precise. For example, “the baseball was thrown fast” is imprecise. “The baseball was thrown at 95 miles an hour” enhances writing.

Show: “When the Mets won the World Series, Jack jumped up in the air, shed tears, and shouted, ‘I can’t believe they won! I can’t believe they won!’”

Tell: “Jack was excited when the Mets won the World Series.”

Impermissible tell: “Because of the witness’s contradictions under oath, the witness is incredible as a matter of law.”

Ethical Considerations

Legal writers must uphold the ideals of good moral character, integrity, and professionalism.56 Never omit facts, misrepresent the lower court’s decision, or use quotation marks with references to the record where no witness had used the quoted words.67 Evading the truth damages your credibility and the credibility of those associated with you.68 Judge Clyde H. Hamilton has explained that “[a] statement of facts that omits relevant facts seriously undermines the omitting party’s credibility, leaving the . . . impression that the party does not believe it can win if the judge learns of the omitted facts.”69 Opposing counsel or the judge will probably catch a misrepresentation of the facts, no matter how small.70 Don’t think you’ll get away with it. Don’t overstate the facts. Understating always succeeds.

State the facts clearly and honestly. Good brief and memorandum writers de-emphasize the irrelevant to stress what it is important. But to be ethical, they write fairly and clearly.71 An advocate should “[a]im for a fact statement the court could use in its opinion if it finds in your favor.”72

Conclusion

It’s daunting to incorporate the many effective brief-writing devices into your fact section. To improve your fact writing, focus on a few strategies at a time rather than all of them at once.73 Work on large-scale organizational techniques like section structure and humanizing your client separately from small-scale ones like sentence structure and word choice.74 Focus on choosing and organizing the facts. Determine from your theme which ones require emphasis.

It’ll take several drafts to write an effective fact section.75 Edit constantly. Even when you believe you’ve produced your final draft, set it aside for a while and re-read it.76 Have colleagues and friends evaluate it.77 The final product will be a fact section that will enhance the entire document.

Show, don’t tell. Write “1 + 1,” but don’t write “= 2.”

Keep the Law in Mind

Craft the fact section to fit the law that will be presented in the brief’s argument section.62 Before reading the fact section, the reader will already have been introduced to the legal issues from the questions presented and the point headings in the table of contents.63 Many judges will be familiar with the relevant law and will analyze the facts with that law in mind.64 If the brief discusses “whether a particular statute applies to your case, marshall the facts that support your point of view that the statute does or does not apply.”65
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